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Abstract
A stochastic approach, using the Ising model combined with the Monte Carlo
simulation, is employed to study the phenomenon of tongue tear failure in coated
fabrics. The complicated mechanisms involved can be realistically simulated
with a relatively simple algorithm. The important factors, especially the effects
of the interphase between the coating and the fabric, and the stretched part of the
material at the crack front (the del-zone) can be represented by corresponding
coefficients in the Hamiltonian expression of the system. The minimization of
the system Hamiltonian yields the most likely new steps for crack propagation,
while the Monte Carlo method is used to select the one that will actually occur,
reflecting the stochastic nature in the behaviour of real systems, indicating
the usefulness of this approach in studies of similar interfacial phenomena.
However, this model like many others needs to be calibrated based on data
from a real system for quantitative and accurate predictions.
1. Introduction
As a flexible composite material, the coated fabric is formed by applying a coating agent to
either one or both sides of a fabric substrate, thus creating an interphase between them. In
other words, the interphase is a mixture formed during the coating process as the coating agent
penetrates into the fabric substrate.
Although the interphase is composed of the fabric substrate and the coating agent, it may
possess properties different from the original ex situ properties of either constituent, just like
in ordinary composites [1, 2]. This interphase may exacerbate the interactions between the
fabric substrate and the coating agent that comprise the coated fabric.
An interphase is well known to contribute significantly to the mechanical properties of a
composite material, and mathematical analysis of the interfacial behaviour has been attempted
extensively. Nevertheless, the inclusion of an interphase region has been neglected in many
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Figure 1. Tongue tear test.

such analyses, such as in a shear-lag type analysis [3], in a Bessel–Fourier series stress analysis
[4], and in a variational mechanics model [5], to name just a few. Nairn and Liu [6] considered
such an interphase to be analogous to an imperfect interface whose property is a function of
its bond quality. Nevertheless, even in their model, the interphase was still treated as having
zero thickness. Other authors [7, 8] discussed theoretically the effects of interphase of certain
thickness, yet it is considered more realistic to treat composites as three-component systems
with the interphase as the third component [9]. Using the method of unit cells, Gardner et al
[1] and Low et al [2] formulated a micromechanical model to characterize the three-phase
composites that contain either a homogeneous interphase [1] or a heterogeneous one with
property gradients [9] in the thickness direction. Applying fragmentation tests, Hayes et al
[10, 11] assessed the effect of interphase on the load transfer from matrix to a single fibre.
Usually, these models involve complex FEM analysis, requiring a lot of computing resources
when dealing with problems involving complex structures and intricate geometry, or nonlinear
phenomena.
On the other hand, experimental investigations on composite interphase have shed
considerably light on the issue [12]. For instance, atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been
used to assess interphase characteristics, showing either constant, or graded properties across
the interphase region [13]. Such work validates micromechanical analyses intended to model
the interphase either as a third homogeneous phase with properties averaged over those of the
other two components, or as a heterogeneous phase possessing graded properties [14]. In the
latter case, which has received more attention, the composite materials are sometimes referred
to as functionally graded materials (FGM) [15]. In this paper, the interphase between the fabric
substrate and the coating agent is also regarded as a phase with graded properties.
Increased application of coated fabrics has been demanding a better understanding of
the behaviour of the material, which will, in turn, help optimize material design and textile
structural configurations for coated fabrics under complex loading conditions. As a critical
indicator of the serviceability of a fabric, tearing strength is rigorously examined when
estimating the useful life of the fabric. Although there are simple ways to measure such
strength, theoretical prediction and modelling continue to be difficult, due to the many variables
that contribute to the complicated mechanisms involved in the tearing process [16–19].
Examples include the development of a del-zone in a tongue tear test (see figure 1). The
del-zone is a delta-shaped opening composed of the stretched part of the fabric that bridges
the gap between the two tongues. Additionally, it serves to sustain the tearing load at the crack
front, to prevent the remarkable yarn movement, slippage and even jamming during fabric
tearing, to list just a few.
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These are problems that have attracted much attention in the past 50 years [16–19].
However, for a description of the tearing behaviour with acceptable accuracy, no satisfactory
model is presently available, while current research work aimed at developing such models
has been mainly experimental and semi-empirical [16–19].
As to the tearing behaviour of coated fabrics, although coating and its penetration prevent
yarn slippage during fabric tearing so as to ease the difficulty, the fabric/coating interphase is
still viewed as a challenge to any theoretical solution.
As a new attempt at solving the problem, this work represents efforts to apply a stochastic
approach, the Ising model aided by the Monte Carlo simulation, to the modelling process. The
Ising model was intended, at first, to study the phenomenon of ferromagnetic phase transition
[20], but has since become one of the most frequently used models in statistical mechanics for
studying systems consisting of interactive subsystems, each in interchangeable states [21–24].
In our analysis, a coated fabric is treated as a system made up of such subsystems as
fabric substrate and coating agent that interact with each other through adhesion. The tearing
failure of the entire system is the cumulative result of its subsystems changing from bonded
states to broken states. These changes are driven by the system energy difference after and
before the states change. To be specific, every step in the tearing process corresponds to an
energy expression (the Hamiltonian) of the system, and this energy expression incorporates
the properties of the fabric substrate and the coating agent, as well as the interactions between
them via the interphase. Minimization of the system Hamiltonian yields the most likely new
steps for the crack propagation, while the Monte Carlo method is responsible for selecting the
one that actually occurs, reflecting the stochastic nature of the process. Allowing the use of a
simpler binary algorithm, the Ising model makes for greater efficiency in the simulation.
2. Description of the model
In statistical thermodynamics, the macro-characteristics of a system are always a reflection
of the interactions and the resulting balance between micro-particles or cells that comprise
the system. For a system of N types of subsystems, where the number of subsystems having
energy ei is ni (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N), the internal energy of the system is

n i ei
(1)
E=
i

and can be altered by the change of either ni or ei


dE =
ei dni +
ni dei = dH + W

(2)

where dH represents change of the energy due to redistribution of the subsystem number
ni among energy ei . It is also known as the variation of the Hamiltonian H , which is the
internal energy of a system expressed as the summation of interactions among its constituent
subsystems. W represents the system’s change of energy due to the change of the subsystems’
energies, which can be thermodynamically driven by extrinsic work, such as work of a tear
load and friction as in this paper.
2.1. The system Hamiltonian
Different methods have been applied in statistical mechanics to express a system internal
energy, the Hamiltonian. In this work, the Ising model will be used.
In the original Ising model, a one-dimensional system is divided into a number of lattice
cells. Then the Hamiltonian is calculated as the summation of the interactions between each
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Figure 2. Three-dimensional model for a tongue tear test of a coated fabric with interphase.

pair of the nearest neighbouring cells. The average macroscopic parameters of the system can
then be derived from the Hamiltonian via the route of statistical mechanics. The main advantage
of the Ising model is that, due to its simple expression, it can be used to describe a complex
system made of subsystems with two interchangeable configurations, i.e. by ‘digitalizing’ the
original system into a grid of cells with state 1 or 0 only.
In a tongue tear test, a precut is made into a specimen of the coated fabric. Next, the
two tails on both sides of the precut are clamped and pulled apart in opposite directions, as
shown in figure 1. To describe the tongue tear test on a coated fabric where an interphase
has formed, a discrete three-dimensional model is proposed. Figure 2 shows the portion near
the crack front. The coated fabric in a three-dimensional space is divided into a grid of many
lattice layers, each composed of a set of cubic cells. The length of a single cubic cell can be
chosen arbitrarily and, for the sake of convenience, is made equal to the diameter of a fibre
in this work. In the direction of the thickness of the coated fabric, the layers h1 , h2 , . . . , hdc
comprise the coating agent and the subscript dc denotes its thickness, and layers j1 , j2 , . . . , jdf
represent the fabric substrate and df its thickness. The layers, i1 , i2 , . . . , idin , between them
form the interphase with gradient properties and din is the thickness of the interphase. It is
assumed that properties of a single lattice layer parallel to the fabric plane are constant (an
orthotropic system). For a pair of neighbouring cells of the same medium, they are referred
to as the connecting cells, while for a pair of neighbouring cells of different media, they are
denoted as the contacting cells.
To show the interphase along the crack path in greater detail, a cross-section of one tail
in the crack direction is shown in figure 3. Since the present model is intended to deal with
coated fabrics, the relative movement between the yarns in the fabric is neglected because of
the coating effect. Therefore, the failure behaviour of the coating and/or fabric cells can be
described as a cell that changes from an originally intact state to either an debonding or a
broken state.
To represent the possible states of each cell, four variables are introduced:
(i) Mi , indicating whether a cell i is occupied by the coating agent (Mi = 1) or not (Mi = 0);
(ii) Fi , showing whether a cell i is filled with fabric substrate (Fi = 1) or not (Fi = 0);
(iii) fi , representing whether a cell of fabric substrate is still in a bonded state (fi = 1) or is
debonded from the coating agent (fi = 0) in either the contacting cells or in the same cell;
(iv) mi , representing whether a cell of coating agent is still in a bonded state (mi = 1) or is
debonded from fabric substrate (mi = 0) in either the contacting cells or in the same cell.
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Figure 3. Cross-section of one tail in a tongue tear test.
Table 1. Value of variables for cells in different layers.

h1 , . . . , hdc
i1
i2
...
in (n = din )
j1 , . . . , jdf

M

F

1
(n − 1)/n
(n − 2)/n

0
1/n
2/n

1/n
0

(n − 1)/n
1

As to the interphase region, a number of fractions are assigned to the variables to represent
the mixture of the portions of the two constituents in a given cell, while the summation of the
two variables in that cell should be one. Further, it is supposed that a linear decrease of the
coating agent occurs in layers i1 , i2 , . . . , idin , as shown in table 1.
Energy of the system, the Hamiltonian, should be the summation of the energy of each
single cell, which in turn is the summation of the interactions between the cell and its connecting
or contacting neighbours, as
H =

df +d
c +din


Hi = −A

df +d
cn
c +din 


i

i

−J

df +d
c +din

i

Fi Fj − B

i

j


fi mi +

df +d
cn
c +din 


ct


Mi Mj

j


(fi mj + mi fj )

(3)

j

This equation takes into account all three types of interactions:
(i) Cohesive interaction between the connecting fabric cells, as shown in the first term on the
right-hand side of the equation, where df + dc + din indicates the sum of the Hamiltonian
for cells in all three types of layers including the fabric substrate, the coating agent and
the interphase, A represents the unit cohesion energy of the fabric substrate, and cn,
summation of F value over all cells in direct connection with cell i,
(ii) Cohesive interactions between connecting coating agent cells, as shown in the second
term, where B corresponds to the unit cohesion energy of coating agent, and cn denotes
summation of M values over all cells in direct connection with cell i,
(iii) Adhesive interaction between coating and fabric cells in contact, shown as the terms in
parentheses, where J reflects the unit adhesive energy between the fabric substrate and
the coating agent, fi mj denotes the adhesive interaction of the fabric substrate with the
contacting coating agent in the same cell (for i = j ) and in neighbouring cells (for i = j ).
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Figure 4. Del-zone at the crack front in a tongue tear test.

2.2. Work done to the system by external forces
Upon loading, the material system will change its Hamiltonian from H1 to H2 , and the total
energy change E should also take into account the work done by external forces (tear force
and friction resistance) as
E = H2 − H1 − WT + WF

(4)

where WT denotes work done by tear force and WF by friction resistance.
WT is the product of tear force T and displacement of the tail in each step, chosen to be
equal to the length of a single cell. Work done by friction equals the product of frictional
energy per cell Fr , and the number of cells in the friction area FA (see figure 3), which can be
expressed as:
FA = CA − (CA ∩ BA )

(5)

where CA represents the area where the two tails contact each other, and BA denotes the area
where the two tails are still bonded together. In other words, friction area FA is defined as
the area at the crack front that has broken from, but is still in contact with, the neighbouring
cells.
By calculating the total energy change E in equation (4) for all possible changes of state
in the system, we can, by referring to the E value, determine the very single change that is
most likely to occur.
3. Monte Carlo simulation
The stochastic nature of the system behaviour will be accounted for by means of the Monte
Carlo simulation via the route of statistical mechanics [21].
In the present model, it is assumed that formation of the del-zone, which bridges the gap
between the two tails at the crack front, is caused only by stretching and breakage of the coated
fabric. Yarn mobility is non-existent due to the binding effect of the coating agent over the
yarns. The development process of the del-zone is shown in figure 4. To provide a clearer view
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of the process, only one layer of the coated fabric is shown. Each cell in this layer is mapped
into a point within the cell so as to effectively represent the media in that cell. It follows that
the exact geometric shape of a cell is immaterial in this model.
To begin with, a precut is made into the middle of the coated fabric, and the two tails of
the sample, as shown in figure 4(a), are secured in grips so that they will move in opposite
directions during tests. Assuming that the crack will propagate along the precut direction
AA , and the del-zone will develop symmetrically about the AA axis, the cells will also move
symmetrically about AA in opposite directions in the contact area and its vicinity. As a result,
analysis can be done concerning only half of the del-zone, and a matrix D(t) = (pxy) can be
used to describe and trace the evolution of this half del-zone, with pxy representing a cell at
position x along the direction AA and position y along the stretched yarn.
Initially, there is a single cell p11 in the left del-zone
D(0) = p11 = 1

(6)

The following steps describe how matrix D(t) evolves:
Step 1. When a tear load, T , is applied to one tail of the sample, while the other tail is fixed, the
pair p11 and q11 move in opposite directions, stretching the part of the sample between them.
Focusing on the left side and reflecting the mass conservation during the stretching, a new cell
p12 emerges in the left del-zone, as shown in figure 4(b), and the media in cell p11 before
stretching is halved into cell p11 and p12, after the stretching. But cell p21, which comes
right behind p11 along direction AA , remains intact. Thus, the evaluation matrix becomes

 1 1
p11 p12
D(1) =
= 2 2
(7)
p21
0
1 0
During such a process, the increase in internal energy of the system, as can be calculated
from equation (3), is gained due to the work of the tear load by stretching the cells (occupied by
the fabric substrate and/or the coating agent) as the elastic (strain) energy stored in the system.
Step 2. To continue loading of the left tail, the del-zone is further stretched, and more new
cells appear, as shown in figure 4(c), and

 1 1 1
p11 p12 p13
3
3
3


0  =  21 21 0 
D(2) = p21 p22
(8)
p31
0
0
1 0 0
so that, for Step k − 1.


1

  k
p11 p12 · · · p1k

1
p21 p22 · · ·
 
0

 

D(k − 1) =  .
 =  (k − 1)
 ..
 
 ..
 .
pk1
0
···
0
1


E1×(k−1) 1
k
k
=
D(k − 2) 0
where E1×(k−1) = (1, 1, . . . , 1)1×(k−1) , (k  2).

1
k
1
(k − 1)

0

···


1
k


0






···

0

···

(9)
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Let l denote the stretching limit (breaking elongation) of the media in a cell, then at step k,


0
0


= D(k − 2),
kl



 D(k − 2) 0


E1×k
1
D(k) =
(10)





(k
+
1)
(k
+
1)
,
k
<
l



D(k − 1)
0
where E1×k = (1, 1, . . . , 1)1×k .
Equation (10) shows that, when cells at the front of the del-zone fail at stretching limit l,
elements in the first row of matrix D turn into zeros. Otherwise, the stretching process of the
del-zone continues.
During this process, variables M, m and F , f for a cell in the del-zone evolve with matrix
D and can be updated as:
Vxy = (V0 )x1 · (D(k))xy ,

(V = M, m, F, f )

(11)

where (V0 )x1 is the initial value for Vx1 (value of variable V for cell px1), from which all the
stretched cells, px2, px3, . . . , pxy, . . ., are evolved, and (D(k))xy denotes the element in row
x and column y of the evolvement matrix D at step k.
For each step described above, the energy difference can be calculated by equation (4).
With the total energy difference for an arbitrary cell i, the probability W for a change of
the system from a state with energy E1 to one with energy E2 is calculated according to the
Metropolis function [21]



−E
W (E2 |E1 ) = min 1, exp
,
(0 < W  1)
(12)
β
where W = 1 when
E = E2 − E1  0,

or

E2  E1

(13)

that is, a change from a higher energy state E1 to a lower one E2 is always accepted. Otherwise,
0 < W < 1 when
E2 > E1

(14)

In this case, a number r uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 is randomly generated,
and the system’s change of state due to thermal perturbation takes place when r < W . More
frequently, however, in the case where the internal energy difference H > 0, change of state
is quite unlikely to happen spontaneously in the system, i.e. tearing of the fabric specimen will
not take place without a certain amount of work from an external force to make E < 0, as
indicated in equation (4).
β in equation (12) is a thermodynamic constant, reflecting the effect of thermal
perturbation, and is proportional to the absolute temperature. For the simulation presented in
this study, β is consistently given a rather small value (i.e. 0.008), because at room temperature
where tongue tear tests are usually carried out, contribution of thermal energy to the system due
to thermal fluctuations is negligible. Nonetheless, involvement of temperature is a significant
factor in enabling this model to predict effect of temperature changes.
The tear load T , increasing from an initial value of zero until adequate for a cell to
break/elongate, is determined using an iterative algorithm: T will increase steadily by a small
increment of dT (=1) in each iteration until cell breaking/elongating occurs.
The above process works well either with cells containing only one phase (coating agent
or fabric substrate) or with cells in the interphase where breaking elongations happen to be
identical (as in fabric substrate and coating agent). However, in more realistic cases where
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elongations of the fabric substrate and the coating agent are different, some adaptation is
made to determine the interphase behaviour, as described in the following.
When elongation of an interphase cell i reaches the lower limit of the two, say, that of the
coating agent, it may lead to two possible modes of failure:
Failure mode I (FM I). Debonding occurs between the fabric substrate and the coating agent
within the same cell i so that fi = 0, mi = 0, with concomitant breaking of the coating
agent within the cell so that Mi = 0, while the fabric substrate remains unbroken for further
elongation.
Failure mode II (FM II). The fabric substrate and the coating agent in a cell break
simultaneously, and the fabric breaks before reaching its breaking elongation because of such
factors as stress concentration and dynamic impact due to failure of the coating agent, rendering
Mi = Fi = mi = fi = 0.
For the interphase, both failure modes are possible during the test. For cells failing in
FM I, additional interfacial energy stored in the system will be consumed during the debonding
process between the fabric substrate and the coating agent (absent in FM II), so more tear load
is required to cause the failure.
In contrast, for cells failing in FM II, the fabric substrate will break before reaching its
own stretching limit (absent in FM I) due to stress concentration and dynamic impact caused
by failure of the coating agent, thus less load is required.
The actual outcome is again determined by the energy difference, that is, the process that
requires less energy input (E) will most likely occur. In other words, it is the failure mode
requiring less external work that will most likely be the outcome. This hypothesis of two
failure modes is in fact inspired by our prediction made during the trials, and will be verified
in our predictions that are to follow. The complete algorithm of the Monte Carlo simulation is
shown in the flow chart in figure 5.
4. Parametric study
4.1. Relationship between the system parameters
This is a computer simulation of the tear process of a coated fabric. As can be seen from
equation (3) and the discussion about failure modes, six parameters are involved in determining
the tear behaviour:
(1) Fabric cohesion coefficient A, unit cohesion energy between two connecting fabric cells,
reflecting the fabric strength.
(2) Coating agent cohesion coefficient B, unit cohesion energy between two connecting
coating agent cells, corresponding to the strength of the coating agent.
(3) Interfacial adhesive coefficient J , unit adhesive interaction energy either between a pair of
contacting fabric and coating agent cells, or between the fabric substrate and the coating
agent in the same cell, representing the interfacial bonding strength.
(4) Fr , the friction energy, denoting the friction work exerted during the tear process.
(5) Interphase thickness din , fabric substrate thickness df and coating agent thickness dc .
(6) Breaking elongation l, written as lc and lf , respectively, for the coating agent and the fabric
substrate, when the breaking elongation of the coating agent is different from that of the
fabric substrate.
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Figure 5. The flow chart of the simulation.

As these parameters correspond to the characteristics of materials involved, parametric
studies of the tear process can be carried out by adjusting values of these coefficients so as to
derive their corresponding effects on the behaviour of the system.
So, for a given parametric study, we have to vary one of the parameters while keeping the
rest constant. Questions then arise about the possible interconnections among these parameters.
If they are closely related, when we change the value of one parameter in question, those
supposed to remain constant will change as well. In other words, a meaningful parametric
study will not be possible unless all the parameters in the model are independent of, or at least
very weakly dependent on, each other.
Usually, the interfacial adhesion or bonding strength J can be altered by various surface
treatments with little influence on the strength of either fabric or coating agent in the system.
Also, there is little if any connection between strengths of the fabric substrate, A, and that of
the coating agent, B. Next, the interphase thickness din is determined by the depth of coating
penetration, which is affected mostly by fabric construction and manufacturing conditions, and
therefore has little to do with other parameters in the model. Likewise, the breaking elongation
of the fabric or the coating agent in the del-zone, an intrinsic property of materials, should
also be treated as independent. Although mixing both coating agent and fabric substrate does
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Displacemet
Figure 6. A typical curve predicted of the tear load vs displacement, where A = 500, B = 300,
J = 150, Fr = 50, lf = 4, lc = 2, df = 8, dc = 2, din = 2.

have important effect on the tear behaviour of the interphase in the del-zone, that is done by
altering the failure modes of interphase cells as described in the last section, instead of altering
the intrinsic properties of materials. This point will be further elucidated in the later sections.
Furthermore, although friction takes place between the fabric substrate and the coating agent,
it does not necessarily indicate a dependence of Fr on either A or B, which after all represent
only strengths of materials. As for the relationship between Fr and J , they should be viewed
as mutually exclusive, because friction occurs only between contacting cells at the crack that
have debonded already from each other.
For generality, exact units and values of A, B, J and Fr can be determined by calibrating
against actual experimental tests, which will be carried out in our future work. In this paper,
all these physical parameters are presented in assumed values and all physical parameters are
in relative dimensionless terms.
For the entire tear process of a coated fabric, a typical curve (see figure 6) of tear load
applied vs displacement is predicted with the present model; there is at the beginning an
increase in the applied load, which continues until the del-zone is fully developed. In the rest
of the tear process, the del-zone advances as the fabric or yarn cells entering the crack front
are fully stretched and broken in turns. This loading and breaking of continuously entering
yarns accounts for the zigzag shape of the curve as expected. Loads applied right before and
after the breaking are sometimes called, respectively, the initial load (TI ) and arrest load (TA ),
as shown in figure 6. Usually, the former is taken as the mean of the maxima, representing the
load required for tear propagation, while the latter the mean of the minima in the curve, i.e.
load arresting the crack propagation. The trend of the curve agrees qualitatively with results
reported in existing literatures [18, 19].
4.2. The parametric study
4.2.1. Effect of fabric strength A on tear behaviour. For several sets of parameters with
different values of A and the rest kept unchanged, the predicted tear load range TI & TA vs A
is shown in figure 7, to the effect that, with the increase of fabric strength A, the initial tear
load TI increases almost in a linear manner, reflecting the fact that a greater load is needed to
break a stronger fabric, while the arrest load TA remains almost constant to retain the crack.
It is worth noting that, by referring to the mechanism discussed in section 3, this figure
helps predict the change of failure mode, and that only the failure mode requiring less external
work will be the one that likely takes place. In addition, the results of the simulation show that,
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Figure 7. The effect of fabric strength on the tear load, where A = x, B = 300, J = 150, Fr = 50,
lf = 4, lc = 2, df = 8, dc = 2, din = 2.

Figure 8. The effect of coating agent strength on the tear load, where A = 500, B = x, J = 150,
Fr = 50, lf = 4, lc = 2, df = 8, dc = 2, din = 2.

in most cases, failure mode FM I occurs in the interphase cells in the del-zone. On the other
hand, when the fabric strength is smaller than the interfacial strength (i.e. when A < J = 150
in figure 7), FM II will occur in the interphase cells, where the fabric substrate breaks along
with the coating agent prior to debonding. For the rest of the cases, where A > J , there is
always debonding between the mixed fabric substrate and coating agent, so that they will then
break, respectively, at their own breaking elongations.
4.2.2. Effect of the coating agent strength B on tear behaviour. The tear behaviour for
different values of B is shown in figure 8. It is found that increase of the strength of coating
agent leads to a certain but less marked increase in the required tear load TI , as compared to
the case of fabric strength. This is understandable, as the fraction of the coating agent in the
whole system is small (dc /df = 41 ). In all cases, then, FM I takes place in the interphase
cells; this helps ensure that debonding between the fabric substrate and the coating agent in the
del-zone will always occur, and the two media will then break separately at their own breaking
elongations.
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Figure 9. The effect of interfacial strength on the tear load, where A = 500, B = 300, J = x,
Fr = 50, lf = 4, lc = 2, df = 8, dc = 2, din = 2.

Figure 10. The effect of friction energy on the tear load, where A = 500, B = 300, J = 150,
Fr = x, lf = 4, lc = 2, df = 8, dc = 2, din = 2.

4.2.3. Effect of interfacial strength J on tear behaviour. When adjusting values of J only,
prediction of the tear loads can be made as shown in figure 9. It appears that, initially, tear load
TI increases with the interfacial strength between the fabric substrate and the coating agent.
But it is only until the interfacial strength reaches a very high value that failure of interphase
cells in the del-zone will change from FM I to FM II. At this point, a slight drop is seen in the
tear strength, because, for the fabric substrate to break in FM II along with the coating agent
before its own stretching limit is reached, less energy is required, as mentioned previously.
4.2.4. Effect of friction energy Fr on tear behaviour. By using different values for Fr while
keeping other parameters constant, there will be simulated tear loads as shown in figure 10. It
indicates that increasing the friction energy will slightly raise the arrest load TA , as the friction
will prevent the magnitude from dropping from TI ever since the breakage begins. Friction
will also the raise the initial load TI , as expected.
4.2.5. Effect of breaking elongation on tear behaviour. To study the effect of tensile breaking
elongation of the fabric substrate on tear behaviour, tear loads vs fabric breaking elongation lf
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Figure 11. The effect of fabric breaking elongation on the tear load, where A = 500, B = 300,
J = 150, Fr = 50, lf = x, lc = 2, df = 8, dc = 2, din = 2.
Table 2. Parameter table.
dd a (dd /din )
din = x

df

dc

J = 150

J = 350

J = 550

0
2
4
6
8

10
9
8
7
6

4
3
2
1
0

0
1 (50%)
2 (50%)
3 (50%)
4 (50%)

0
1 (50%)
1 (25%)
2 (33%)
3 (37%)

0
0
1 (25%)
2 (33%)
2 (25%)

a

dd : number of interphase layers fails in FM I.

is shown in figure 11. The effect of lc will not be discussed here, because it has a similar but
less significant effect on the system behaviour due to the fact that fraction of the coating agent
is small.
It can be said that, with the increase of breaking elongation of fabric substrate, initial load
TI increases slightly at first, as the failure mode of interphase cells in the del-zone changes
from FM II to FM I. Then, tear strength decreases with further increase of fabric breaking
elongation. This reveals the importance of the ratio of the areas involved as described in
equation (5). A greater fabric breaking elongation results in a larger bonded area BA between
the two tails at the crack front, thus in turn reducing the friction area FA , which has been
defined in equation (5) as the area at the crack that has broken from, but is still in contact with
its neighbouring cells.
4.2.6. Effect of interphase thickness on tear behaviour. When discussing the effect of
interphase thickness din , the situation grows still more complicated, as there is a combination
of FM I and FM II in most cases. Here, dd is introduced as the number of interphase layers that
fail in FM I. Values predicted for dd , and for its fraction in the interphase, dd /din , are shown
in table 2.
To show the combination and competition of FM I and FM II during the tear process,
for three systems where interfacial strength J is different, their curves of initial load TI vs
interphase thickness din are shown in figure 12.
In this figure, the solid symbol represents the tear behaviour of an uncoated fabric (din = 0),
i.e. the fabric substrate. The total thickness (din + df + dc ) and the relative fractions of the fabric
substrate and coating agent in each of the four coated fabrics are made constant, as shown in
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Figure 12. Initial load vs interphase thickness for three systems with different interfacial strengths,
where A = 500, B = 300, Fr = 50, lf = 4, lc = 2, df , dc , din and J listed in table 2.

table 2, so as to make the results comparable; with increased din , that is, a deeper penetration
of coating agent into fabric substrate, df and dc will both decrease, because the total thickness
of the system remains constant.
With a deeper penetration of the coating agent into the fabric substrate, two possible results
are seen. First, a deeper penetration of the coating agent into the fabric substrate yields a larger
interfacial area between them. This means that more interfacial energy has been stored in the
system, requiring higher tear load to cause failure for those cells that will fail in FM I.
Second, a larger interfacial area between the fabric substrate and the coating agent also
means that a larger portion of the fabric substrate in the interphase will break, before reaching
its own breaking elongation, along with the coating agent. Therefore, less tear load will be
required to cause failure for those cells that will fail in FM II.
Since these competing failure modes take effect at the same time, it is the prevailing mode
that determines the ultimate tear behaviour of the system.
As shown in figure 12, when the interfacial strength is small (J = 150), influence of
FM II will dominate the process. Consequently, there will be a decrease in tear strength with
increasing interphase thickness.
Then, with rising interfacial strength, influence of FM I tends to dominate. Obviously,
the higher the interfacial strength, the higher the interfacial energy stored in the system, even
though this would mean a smaller likelihood of debonding (FM I) in the interphase. But this
also means that there is a higher probability for the fabric substrate to break prematurely. As
shown in figure 12, when J reaches 350, tear strength rises with interphase thickness, except
that there is a drop of dd /din from 50% (when din = 2) to 25% (when din = 3), which indicates
further decreased debonded area, or a larger portion of FM II failure in the interphase.
Otherwise, in the case of J = 550 (>A = 500), effect of the interfacial energy will
overwhelm, and the tear strength will increase regularly despite a drop in dd /din from 33%
(when din = 6) to 25% (when din = 8).
In summary, the present model is useful because it helps reveal the important effect the
interphase has on the tear behaviour of a coated fabric, by means of altering the failure mode
of the interphase cells, instead of the intrinsic properties of the materials, as mentioned in
section 4.1. These could be significant findings explaining the synergetic effect [25] or the
hybrid effect [26] during fracture of a composite system.
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It should be clear by now that first, the Ising model is capable of describing such
complicated system as a coated fabric with interphase in a simple binary form, accounting
for all the physical mechanisms involved, and depicting the stochastic nature of the behaviour
of materials, yet generating robotically informative results. Second, obviously beging able to
depict such intricate structure as the del-zone developed in the tear process, this approach proves
to be especially useful for explaining the effect of the interaction that occurs at the interphase
within heterogeneous materials. This method also manifests itself in such phenomena as
the synergy effect and the so-called hybrid effect—a task that has been found difficult to
tackle with existing models. Finally, as this work deals with tear behaviour of fabrics with
constrained yarn mobility, the model can be further modified to study the tear behaviour
of fabrics with considerable yarn movements during fabric tearing, as well as other similar
interfacial problems.
Additionally, it is worth adding a few words about other tasks involved when using the
Ising model. This includes the determination of all the involving material parameters, which,
in theory, can be attained by calibrating the model against properly designed experiments. It
takes the same trouble to determine the ranges of the various interactions between cells. In
this study, however, interaction occurs only between cells either in contact or in connection
with each other; it may not be the case when dealing with interaction between, say, fluid cells.
5. Conclusions
A study applying a stochastic approach, the Ising model combined with the Monte Carlo
method, is carried out to simulate the tongue tear process for a coated fabric, where the effect
of the interphase between the fabric substrate and the coating agent is taken into account. As
a result, complicated mechanisms involved are realistically simulated.
Several advantages of the approach are demonstrated in this paper. First, the Ising model
is capable of describing such complicated system as a coated fabric with interphase in a simple
binary form, accounting for all physical mechanisms involved, and depicting the stochastic
nature of the behaviour of materials, yet generating robotically informative results. Second,
obviously being able to depict such intricate structure as the del-zone developed in the tear
process, this approach proves to be especially useful for explaining the effect of the interaction
that occurs at the interphase within heterogeneous materials. This method also manifests itself
in such phenomena as the synergy effect and the hybrid effect. These justify the use and
demonstrate the power of such an approach in predicting the mechanical characteristics of
heterogeneous materials.
Model predictions are followed by a series of parametric studies to investigate influences
of important parameters on the tear behaviour. Results are in good accordance with reported
outcomes in existing literature, which further validates application of the method.
In this paper, physical parameters and simulated results are expressed in relative and
dimensionless terms, which, we believe, can help better demonstrate usefulness of this new
approach. But future work may have to involve determination of these parameters by calibrating
against actual experimental tests to give a direct relationship between these parameters and
real properties of materials.
In this work, constrained yarn mobility within the fabrics is assumed for the tear process
in a fibre/matrix system to simplify the problem. Further studies may be performed on failure
behaviour with considerable yarn movement in the fabrics so that slippage between the yarns
and the jamming effect can be included. Further, it is necessary to tackle the more difficult
yet realistic situation where the fibre, matrix and even the bonding properties can be treated as
statistically distributed.
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